Description

Data entry into NHSN can be performed in several ways including manual entry, data upload by CSV, and data upload by CDA. When entering or uploading data into NHSN, there can be opportunities for entering extreme outlier values, which is allowable, but may not necessarily be accurate. This document will focus on reporting and reviewing for height and weight data on procedure records.

In the NHSN SSI Event protocol, height is defined as: The patient’s most recent height documented in the medical record in feet (ft.) and inches (in.), or meters (m).

In the NHSN SSI Event protocol, weight is defined as: The patient’s most recent weight documented in the medical record in pounds (lbs.) or kilograms (kg) prior to or otherwise closest to the procedure.

How to Enter Height and Weight data: Manual Entry

Height can be entered in feet (ft.) and inches (in.) or meters (m).

Weight can be entered in pounds (lbs.) or kilograms (kg).
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How to Enter Height and Weight data: CSV Upload

For importing procedures by CSV files, the options for entering height include: height in feet and inches OR height in meters. For every record, users must select one or the other. For weight, the options are weight in pounds or weight in kilograms.

How to Search for and Edit Procedures Records with Extreme BMI (height and weight) values:

To confirm height and weight data are correctly entered, please use the steps below:

Step 1: Access the “Line Listing – All Procedures” report located in the Procedure-level Data subfolder of the Advanced folder and select Modify Report.
Step 2: Modify the report to include all the required data elements for your review. The first three tabs can be optionally modified to limit the amount of data included in your output data. For information on how to modify a report, please see: [https://www.cdc.gov/nhsn/pdfs/ps-analysis-resources/howtomodifyreport.pdf](https://www.cdc.gov/nhsn/pdfs/ps-analysis-resources/howtomodifyreport.pdf).

The fourth tab, the Display Variables tab, should be modified to include the data needed to review the entries made for height and weight.

Step 3: Review the output and determine the changes needed to be made. In this fictitious facility, patient DHQP100201 is an adult with a BMI of 0.6718624, which is likely inaccurate. Please review the patient chart to gather the correct data. Then proceed to step 4.
Describing the output:
Based on the fictitious output above, all of the procedure records but one appear to be accurate. The procedure record with ID 58772 shows an adult with a less than 1 BMI.

**Step 4:** Find and edit the procedure record with the correct data. Using the procedure ID (58772), this patient’s COLO procedure record is updated with the correct data. In this instance, initially the patient’s weight in pounds was entered as 2.2 lbs instead of 122 lbs. The record is edited and the weight is changed to 220lb, which updates the BMI.
Change weight from 2.2 lbs to 122 lb
Once the update is made, generate new analysis datasets to incorporate the changes into the dataset.

**What if the height and weight are not available?**

In the event that the patient’s current height and/or weight are unavailable, NHSN recommends that the data be reported as 1 each. If the patient’s height is available but the weight is unavailable, report both height and weight as 1 each. If the patient’s weight is available but the height is unavailable, report both weight and height as 1 each. If the patient’s height and weight are unavailable, the above guidance is used, the procedure will be excluded from the SIR.